Abstract Stabbing a set S of n segments in the plane by a line is a well-known problem. In this paper we consider the variation where the stabbing object is a circle instead of a line. We show that the problem is tightly connected to two cluster Voronoi diagrams, in particular, the Hausdorff and the farthest-color Voronoi diagram. Based on these diagrams, we provide a method to compute a representation of all the combinatorially different stabbing circles for S, and the stabbing circles with maximum and minimum radius. We give conditions under which our method is fast. These conditions are satisfied if the segments in S are parallel, resulting in a O(n log 2 n) time and O(n) space algorithm. We also observe that the stabbing circle problem for S can be solved in worst-case optimal O(n 2 ) time and space by reducing the problem to computing the stabbing planes for a set of segments in 3D. Finally we show that the problem of computing the stabbing circle of minimum radius for a set of n parallel segments of equal length has an Ω(n log n) lower bound.
Introduction
Let S be a set of n line segments (segments for short) in the plane. We say that a region R ⊆ R 2 is a stabbing region for S if exactly one endpoint of each segment of S lies in the exterior of R. The boundary of R (also known as a stabber for S) intersects all the segments in S and separates/classifies their endpoints into two classes, depending on whether or not they lie in the exterior of R. Two stabbing regions R 1 and R 2 for S are combinatorially different if they classify the endpoints of S differently.
A natural problem is to determine the existence and compute (when possible) a representation of all combinatorially different stabbing regions for S. We are interested in stabbing regions whose boundary has constant complexity. Perhaps the simplest such region is a halfplane bounded by a line that intersects or stabs all the segments. Edelsbrunner et al. [15] presented an optimal Θ(n log n) time algorithm to compute a representation of all the O(n) combinatorially different stabbing lines for S. An Ω(n log n) lower bound for the decision problem was later presented by Avis et al. [6] . For parallel segments the problem can be solved in O(n) time by linear programming. If no stabbing halfplane for S exists, it is natural to ask for other types of stabbers. Computing all the combinatorially different stabbing wedges (regions defined by the intersection of two halfplanes) can be carried out in O(n 3 log n) time and O(n 2 ) space [11] . The same question can be answered in O(n log n) time and O(n) space for isothetic stabbing strips, quadrants and 3-sided rectangles; and in O(n 2 log n) time and O(n 2 ) space for isothetic stabbing rectangles [12] .
In this paper, we focus on the stabbing circle problem, formulated as follows. Let S be a set of n segments in the plane in general position (segments have 2n distinct endpoints, no three endpoints are collinear, and no four of them are cocircular). A circle c is a stabbing circle for S if exactly one endpoint of each segment in S is contained in the exterior of the closed disk (region) induced by c; see Fig. 1 . The stabbing circle problem for S consists of (1) answering whether a stabbing circle for S exists; (2) reporting a representation (for the centers) of all the combinatorially different stabbing circles for S; and (3) finding stabbing circles with minimum and maximum radius. Note that stabbing circles of minimum radius do not always exist. On the contrary, there are cases in which any stabbing circle can be shrunk by decreasing its radius or moving its center, however, the "limit" circle is not stabbing anymore. In such cases, our task is to find this "limit" circle. The same may happen with the stabbing circles of maximum radius; refer to Lemma 21 for the details. We remark that this can happen even if the general position assumptions used in this paper are fulfilled. Note also that our stabbing criterion uses only the segment endpoints, thus, S can be seen as a set of pairs of points, where a segment is simply a convenient representation for such a pair. Other works with similar criteria are as follows: Rappaport [25] considers the problem of computing the stabbing simple polygon of minimum perimeter for a set S of general segments, where a simple polygon stabs S if at least one point (which is not necessarily an endpoint) of each segment is in the polygon; this minimum stabbing polygon is always a convex polygon. Díaz-Báñez et al. [14] focus on computing the stabbing simple polygons of minimum perimeter or area with a distinct criterion, specifically, that at least one endpoint of each segment is required to be in the polygon. Keeping the same criterion and replacing simple polygons by disks leads to the socalled pairs of points L 2 1-center problem, studied by Arkin et al. [3] ; the goal of the problem is to determine a minimum-radius disk that contains at least one endpoint of each segment. Finally, Arkin et al. [2] consider, given a collection of compact sets, whether there exists a convex body R whose boundary intersects every set in the collection. They show that, for segment sets, deciding the existence of a convex stabber is NP-hard.
Our results First, we point out a connection between the stabbing circle problem and two cluster Voronoi diagrams: the Hausdorff and the farthest-color Voronoi diagram. This connection is interesting in its own right and it forms the base of our method to solve the stabbing circle problem. For a family of clusters (sets) of points, the Hausdorff Voronoi diagram (HVD) is a subdivision of the plane into regions such that every point within one region has the same nearest cluster, where the distance between a point p ∈ R 2 and a cluster C is the maximum distance between p and all points in C. The farthest-color Voronoi diagram (FCVD) is the reverse: it reveals the farthest cluster for every point in a region, according to the minimum distance between a point and a cluster. Both diagrams have quadratic structural complexity in the worst case [1, 16, 19] . However, for some classes of input sites the diagrams are linear and can be constructed efficiently, see e.g. [8, 23] for the HVD. Here, clusters are the pairs of segment endpoints, and S is a family of such pairs of points.
Our central object is FCVD*(S), defined as the locus of points whose farthest-color neighbor (i.e., their owner in the farthest-color Voronoi diagram) is closer than their nearest cluster (i.e., their owner in the Hausdorff Voronoi diagram). We observe that any point p ∈ R 2 that is the center of a stabbing circle for S lies in the interior of FCVD*(S). The points in the interior of FCVD*(S) that are not centers of stabbing circles for S are separators among centers of combinatorially different stabbing circles.
Thus, FCVD*(S) provides all the information that is relevant to stabbing circles: whether such circles exist, a list of all combinatorially different stabbing circles, and the stabbing circles with minimum and maximum radius. We identify sufficient conditions for efficient algorithms to construct FCVD*(S), and thus, to solve the stabbing circle problem. These conditions are: (1) the Hausdorff Voronoi diagram and the farthestcolor Voronoi diagram have linear structural complexity and can be constructed fast; (2) the edges of the Hausdorff Voronoi diagram are not "spoiled" many times, where by "spoiling" an edge e we mean a technical condition necessary to cause e ∩ FCVD*(S) to be disconnected. If the segments in S are parallel, conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied, and we obtain that the stabbing circle problem for S can be solved in O(n log 2 n) time and O(n) space. As a byproduct, we establish that the farthest-color Voronoi diagram for such a set S has structural complexity O(n) and can be constructed in O(n log n) time and O(n) space, which was not previously known. In addition, we show that the problem of computing the stabbing circle of minimum radius for a set of n parallel segments of equal length has an Ω(n log n) lower bound.
Summary In Sect. 2 we give the necessary definitions; in addition, we observe that, using a known technique, the stabbing circle problem for arbitrary segments can be solved in O(n 2 ) time and space. In Sect. 3 we show the connection of FCVD*(S) with the problem, and we give useful properties of HVD(S), FCVD(S), and FCVD*(S). In Sect. 4 we present an algorithm to compute FCVD*(S). In Sect. 5, we show that the stabbing circle problem for parallel segments can be solved in O(n log 2 n) time and O(n) space. A lower bound for the problem of computing a stabbing circle of minimum radius for parallel segments of equal length is shown in Sect. 6. Finally, in Sect. 7, we summarize and propose questions for future work.
Preliminaries and Definitions
In what follows, x x denotes either a pair of points or a segment as convenient. For a pair x, y of points in the plane, let d(x, y) denote the Euclidean distance between them, and let bis(x, y) denote the perpendicular bisector of the segment x y. For a region f ⊂ R 2 , we denote its boundary as ∂ f , and its closure as f . Definition 1 [16, 23] The Hausdorff Voronoi diagram of S is a partitioning of R 2 into regions defined as follows:
Note that hreg(a) and hreg(a ) are subregions of hreg(aa ) (see Fig. 2a ). Note as well, that hreg(aa ) may have several connected components. Let HVD(S) denote the graph structure of the Hausdorff Voronoi diagram of S:
An edge of HVD(S) is called pure if it separates the regions of two distinct segments, and it is called internal if it separates the subregions of the same segment. A vertex of HVD(S) is called pure if it is incident to three pure edges, and it is called mixed if it is incident to an internal edge. The pure vertices are defined by three distinct sites, and the mixed vertices by two distinct sites. 1 Definition 2 [1, 19] The farthest-color Voronoi diagram is a partitioning of R 2 into regions defined as follows: The graph structure of this diagram is denoted as FCVD(S):
Similarly to the case of HVD(S), fcreg(a) and fcreg(a ) are subregions of fcreg(aa ), and fcreg(aa ) may have several components. The edges and vertices of FCVD(S) are characterized as pure or internal, and pure or mixed, analogously to those of HVD(S) (see Fig. 2b ).
Let hreg(·) and fcreg(·) denote the closures of the respective regions. When the segments in S are pairwise disjoint, the structural complexity of HVD(S) is O(n) [16] . This particular case of pairwise disjoint segments has not been studied for FCVD(S). For arbitrary segments, the complexity of both diagrams is O(n 2 ) [1, 22] . The following lemma reveals the connection between the stabbing circle problem and the two cluster Voronoi diagrams, HVD(S) and FCVD(S).
Lemma 1 Given a point p, there exists a stabbing circle centered at p if and only if r f ( p) < r h ( p).
Proof Let c be a circle centered at p with radius r , and let D be the closed disk induced by c. Recall that c is a stabbing circle if and only if (1) each segment in S has an endpoint outside D; and (2) each segment in S has an endpoint in D. Condition (1) is equivalent to r < r h ( p). Condition (2) is equivalent to r f ( p) ≤ r . The claim follows. Now we are ready to define FCVD*(S), which is the closure of the locus of the centers of all stabbing circles for S. 
Definition 4
The FCVD*(S) is the locus of points in R 2 for which the farthest-color radius is less than or equal to the Hausdorff radius, i.e., FCVD*(S) = {p ∈ R 2 :
For any point on the boundary of FCVD*(S), its Hausdorff radius equals its farthestcolor radius. Note that this equality also holds for some points in the interior of FCVD*(S). Any point p in the interior of FCVD*(S) such that r h ( p) = r f ( p) lies on an internal edge of both HVD(S) and FCVD(S), which separates centers of stabbing circles of two combinatorially different types, refer to Sect. 3.2 for more details.
By applying the transformation of Edelsbrunner and Seidel [18] , both HVD(S) and FCVD(S) can be viewed as envelopes of wedges in 3D: Lift up the pairs of endpoints of the segments in S onto the unit paraboloid U , and join the lifted endpoints obtaining a set S of segments in 3D. Each lifted endpoint a is mapped to a hyperplane tangent to U at point a. Thus, a segment in S is transformed to a pair of planes in 3D. The lower (resp., upper) envelope of such a pair forms a lower (resp., upper) wedge. Then HVD(S) and FCVD(S) correspond to the upper envelope of all lower wedges, and to the lower envelope of all upper wedges, respectively. This transformation is explicitly given for HVD(S) in Edelsbrunner et al. [16] . Thus, FCVD*(S) corresponds to the locus of points below HVD(S) and above FCVD(S).
The locus of points between two surfaces, defined by the above construction, is shown to be a representation of all combinatorially different stabbing planes for S (if one exists) [16] . Further, the authors show that this locus is a set of O(n 2 ) convex cells in 3D with O(n 2 ) total complexity, and can be computed in O(n 2 ) time and space.
We observe that a stabbing circle for S can be transformed into a stabbing plane for S and vice versa.
We obtain the following result which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been explicitly stated anywhere before:
Theorem 1
The stabbing circle problem for a set S of n arbitrary segments can be solved in O(n 2 ) time and space.
Claverol [10] showed that a set S of segments might have Θ(n 2 ) combinatorially different stabbing circles; see Fig. 3 . In the construction, each pair a i , a j of points in the upper arc defines a stabbing circle that leaves the endpoints in the upper arc between a i and a j outside the circle. Hence, the Θ(n 2 ) stabbing circles defined in this way are combinatorially different. We remark that it is possible to perform a small perturbation so that the general position assumptions are satisfied.
Properties of HVD(S), FCVD(S), and FCVD*(S)
In this section we investigate structural properties of the geometric structures involved in the stabbing circle problem. First, in Sect. 3.1, we list basic properties of the Hausdorff and the farthest-color Voronoi diagrams. These are later used to derive structural properties of FCVD*(S) and the correctness of our solution to the stabbing circle problem. The structure of the Hausdorff Voronoi diagram is well known, see e.g., [16, 22, 23] ; however, this is not the case for the farthest-color diagram. We use Sect. 3.1 to derive some useful properties for FCVD(S). Then, in Sect. 3.2 we investigate the structure of FCVD*(S), and we characterize its faces and their complexity, linking them to features of HVD(S) and FCVD(S). We show that every face of FCVD*(S) corresponds to a unique combinatorially distinct solution of the stabbing circle problem. Finally, in Sect. 3.3, we complete the structural complexity analysis of FCVD*(S) and count its faces. The properties derived in this section are later used in Sect. 4 to obtain our algorithm that computes all the combinatorially distinct stabbing circles for S.
Properties of HVD(S) and FCVD(S)
We list some structural properties of the Hausdorff and the farthest-color Voronoi diagrams, which are used by our algorithms. First, a visibility property of both diagrams is summarized in the following lemma. For HVD(S), this property follows directly from [ Proof We only prove item (b). If |S| > 1, a / ∈ fcreg(a), thus, ap intersects ∂fcreg(a) at least once. Suppose ap intersects ∂fcreg(a) more than once, and let x and y be the first two intersection points that are encountered when moving from p to a. Points x and y are on ∂fcreg(a) and the segment x y is outside fcreg(a). Thus, D f (x) and D f (y) contain at least one endpoint of every segment in S, their boundary passes through a, and a is outside both disks. Let w be a point on x y and let D(w) be the closed disk centered at w whose boundary passes through a. Since the distance of any point on the line through x, y from a increases as we move away from a,
. We obtain a contradiction.
The second claim in item (b) follows directly from the first one by considering a point p ∈ fcreg(a) that is infinitesimally close to q. Proof Let f be a bounded face of fcreg(aa ). Suppose for the sake of contradiction that f contains no internal edge. Then f is a face of fcreg(a), for an endpoint a of aa , such that ∂ f consists solely of pure edges. Let p be a point in f and consider the ray r from a through p. Let q be the first intersection point between r and ∂ f , as we move on r starting at p away from a (such point exists because f is bounded). Since f consists solely of pure edges, q is a point on a pure edge and pq ∈ f , yielding a contradiction to the last claim of Lemma 2b. The following property of FCVD(S) is only used in Sect. 5.
Lemma 5 FCVD(S) has O(n) unbounded faces.
Proof We observe that each unbounded face of FCVD(S) corresponds exactly to one face of the farthest-segment Voronoi diagram of S, FsVD(S). To make the correspondence one-to-one we remove the internal unbounded edges of FCVD(S) and merge the incident faces of fcreg(a) and fcreg(a ), for every aa ∈ S, into one face of fcreg(aa ). Then a face f in FCVD(S) is unbounded in a direction φ if and only if a face f in FsVD(S) is unbounded in the same direction φ. See [24] for the properties of the faces of FsVD(S) at infinity, which are identical to those of FCVD(S). The total number of faces in FsVD(S) is O(n) [4] , thus, the same holds for the unbounded faces of FCVD(S). Note that a component of fcreg(aa ) can contain at most two unbounded portions of bis(a, a ), thus, having removed the internal unbounded edges of FCVD(S) has no effect on the derived bound.
Properties of FCVD*(S)
In this section, we characterize the boundary of FCVD*(S), its connected components (for brevity, components), and its faces. We observe that the faces of FCVD*(S) are in one-to-one correspondence with the combinatorially different solutions for the stabbing circle problem for S. We characterize the faces of FCVD*(S) according to their intersection with HVD(S) and FCVD(S), and this characterization forms the basis of our algorithm to compute FCVD*(S) (and thus to solve the stabbing circle problem) presented in Sect. 4 .
We proceed with describing the boundary of the components of FCVD*(S). Notice that a component is unbounded in a direction φ if and only if there exists a stabbing line for S that is orthogonal to φ.
We first observe that the vertices of ∂FCVD*(S) are all incident to edges of HVD(S) or FCVD(S). Indeed, any vertex of ∂FCVD*(S) is caused by switching the region of either HVD(S) or of FCVD(S) (in a traversal of ∂FCVD*(S)), which happens exactly when ∂FCVD*(S) meets an edge of one of the diagrams. Thus we distinguish three types of vertices of ∂FCVD*(S): (1) vertices incident to pure edges of HVD(S), called h-vertices; (2) vertices incident to pure edges of FCVD(S), called fc-vertices; and (3) vertices incident to internal edges of either diagram, called mixed vertices. See Fig. 6 that illustrates faces of FCVD*(S) and vertices of ∂FCVD*(S). Notice that h-vertices and fc-vertices belong to the interior of corresponding pure edges. Moreover, the boundary of FCVD*(S) intersects these pure edges transversally, thus each h-or fcvertex is adjacent to a portion of a pure edge of, respectively, HVD(S) or FCVD(S) within FCVD*(S).
The following lemma implies that each mixed vertex of ∂FCVD*(S) is a mixed vertex of either HVD(S) or FCVD(S), hence, the name for such vertices. Moreover, this lemma and its corollary lead to the definition of a face of FCVD*(S), which will then be treated as an atomic piece of FCVD*(S).
Lemma 6 Point p ∈ bis(a, a ) is in FCVD*(S) if and only if p lies on an internal edge of both HVD(S) and FCVD(S). If p is on ∂FCVD*(S), then p is a mixed vertex of either HVD(S) or FCVD(S).
Proof Since p ∈ bis(a, a ), either both a, a are outside D h ( p) or they lie on its boundary. Symmetrically, either both a, a are in the interior of D f ( p) or on its boundary.
and both a, a lie on the boundary of this disk. Therefore, r h ( p) = r f ( p) = pa = pa , and the claim follows.
Suppose that p lies on an internal edge of both HVD(S) and FCVD(S) that separates the respective regions of a and of a . Since p lies on such edge of HVD(S), r h ( p) = pa, and since p lies on such edge of
Now we prove the second part of the statement.
, and the boundary of this disk passes through a, a . It is easy to see that this boundary also passes through an endpoint c of some segment cc ∈ S (otherwise, the center of this disk could move in any direction while still being in FCVD*(S), contradicting the fact that p ∈ ∂FCVD*(S)). If the other endpoint c of cc is inside this disk, then p is a mixed vertex of HVD(S), and if it is outside, p is a mixed vertex of FCVD(S).
Corollary 1 No mixed vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S) may lie in the interior of FCVD*(S).
Proof Suppose p is a mixed vertex of HVD(S) such that p ∈ FCVD*(S). Let e denote the internal edge of HVD(S) incident to p; e is a portion of bis(a, a ), for some aa ∈ S. Since p is a vertex of e, there is a point p on bis(a, a ) infinitesimally close to p such that p does not belong to e. Observe that r h ( p ) < p a, and both a, a are outside the Hausdorff disk of p . This implies that p is not in FCVD*(S), and therefore p is not in the interior of FCVD*(S). A similar argument (with r f ( p ) > p a) proves the case of p being a mixed vertex of FCVD(S).
A component of FCVD*(S) may (or may not) contain internal edges that partition the component into disjoint open faces. An internal edge of FCVD*(S) is the common portion of one internal edge of HVD(S) and one such edge of FCVD(S) within a component of FCVD*(S). A component of FCVD*(S) that contains internal edges is called a multiple-face component as it consists of more than one face. A component that contains no internal edges is called single-face component and its interior is a single face of FCVD*(S). To compute FCVD*(S) we need to identify its components. We have shown that internal edges of FCVD*(S) are always incident to mixed vertices of either HVD(S) or FCVD(S), and thus, the multiple-face components of FCVD*(S) can be easily identified. We distinguish the single-face components in two types: those that contain a vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S); and those that contain no such vertex, which are of a special form (see Lemma 11) . Identifying the latter type of single-face components poses a major difficulty to our algorithm.
The following lemma shows that the faces of FCVD*(S) correspond exactly to combinatorially different stabbing circles. Thus, each single-face component reveals exactly one combinatorially distinct solution for the stabbing circle problem; the multiple-face components reveal a number of such solutions, exactly one for each of their faces.
Lemma 7 Two stabbing circles are combinatorially different if and only if their centers lie in different faces of FCVD*(S).
Proof Let c 1 and c 2 be two combinatorially different stabbing circles, and let respectively p and q be their centers. There is a segment aa ∈ S such that a is enclosed in c 1 , and a is enclosed in c 2 . Observe that p and q lie in different halfplanes with respect to bis(a, a ). If p and q were in the same face f of FCVD*(S), then there would be a path π connecting p and q such that π lies entirely in f . Since p and q are separated by bis(a, a ), path π would need to cross bis(a, a ) at a point t. However, point t cannot lie inside f due to Lemma 6, which would derive a contradiction.
Next, suppose that the stabbing circles c 1 and c 2 are combinatorially equivalent. Let w be a point on the segment pq. We show that w is the center of a stabbing circle c 3 that is combinatorially equivalent to c 1 and c 2 . Indeed, if c 1 and c 2 intersect in two points, then let c 3 be the circle centered at w and passing through these two intersection points; see 
Thus all the endpoints of segments in S that are enclosed in c 1 and c 2 are also enclosed in c 3 , and the ones that lie outside of c 1 and c 2 also lie outside of c 3 . This implies that c 3 is a stabbing circle that is combinatorially the same as c 1 and c 2 . By Lemma 1, r f (w) < r h (w), and thus w is in the interior of FCVD*(S) and does not lie on an internal edge of it. This implies that the closed segment pq lies in one face of FCVD*(S).
The second part of the above proof implies that, for any pair of points p, q within one face f of FCVD*(S), the segment pq lies in f . This proves the following property: FCVD*(S) has the following visibility property, which is used in the proofs of subsequent lemmas in this section.
Lemma 8 (a) Let p be a point outside FCVD*(S), and let aa be a segment in S such that p ∈ hreg(a). Then the entire segment ( pa ∩ hreg(a)) is outside FCVD*(S). (b) Let p be a point in FCVD*(S), and let aa be a segment in S such that p ∈ fcreg(a). Then the entire segment ( p a ∩ fcreg(a)) is in FCVD*(S).
Proof By Lemma 2, ( pa ∩ hreg(a)) and ( p a ∩ fcreg(a)) are segments.
(a) Let q be a point on pa ∩ hreg(a); see Fig. 8a .
and thus each segment from S has at least one endpoint
The following two lemmas analyze the intersection of a face of FCVD*(S) with HVD(S) and FCVD(S). In particular, we characterize connectedness and nonemptiness of such intersections. These are properties that enable us to efficiently identify the faces of FCVD*(S). Proof Suppose for the sake of contradiction that f ∩ HVD(S) is disconnected, see Fig. 9 . Then there is a face h of hreg(a) such that f ∩∂h has at least two connected components. By [22, Property 3] , ∂h contains exactly one internal edge e, e ⊆ bis(a, a ).
By the definition of a face of FCVD*(S), e cannot intersect the interior of f ; it can only border f or it must be outside f , see Fig. 9a , b. Consider the first connected component of f ∩ ∂h that follows e in a counterclockwise traversal of ∂h. Let the endpoints of this component be called x and y (in the order of the traversal), see Fig. 9 . Let z be the first point of f encountered as we continue traversing ∂h counterclockwise beyond y. That is, z is a point in another connected component of f ∩ ∂h. Consider the portions of ∂ f and ∂h respectively from point y to point z. The portion of ∂ f from y to z is inside h. The portion of ∂h from y to z consists solely of pure edges. Thus a point p in this portion of ∂h infinitesimally close to y is outside FCVD*(S). Then by Lemma 8a pa ∩ h is outside of FCVD*(S). By Lemma 2a, the segment pa intersects ∂hreg(a) once and the intersection point lies on e. Thus, ( pa ∩ h) ∩ f is not empty. We obtain a contradiction.
The proof for f ∩FCVD(S) is similar. In particular, if f ∩FCVD(S) is disconnected, then f ∩ ∂h is disconnected, for a face h of fcreg(a). Similarly to the above, by Lemmas 4 and 2b, there is a point p on a pure edge on ∂fcreg(a) such that p / ∈ FCVD*(S), and the supporting line of the segment pa intersects f inside fcreg(a). Let p be a point in this intersection. Then point p ∈ p a, p ∈ fcreg(a) and p / ∈ FCVD*(S), which contradicts Lemma 8b. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that f ∩HVD(S) = ∅ and f ∩FCVD(S) = ∅. Then all the vertices of FCVD*(S) on the boundary of f are mixed vertices. Since f is bounded and non-empty, the number of vertices on ∂ f is at least four. All these mixed vertices cannot lie on the bisector of the same segment in S because f is convex (see Corollary 2). Therefore f is incident to a segment of the internal edges of at least two regions of HVD(S). Let points s, t be respectively a point in the first segment and a point in the second one. Points s and t belong to the Hausdorff Voronoi regions of two different segments, thus the open segment st crosses at least one pure edge of HVD(S). Since f is convex, the entire open segment st is contained in f , and thus f ∩ HVD(S) is not empty. We arrive to a contradiction. Now we prove item (b). Suppose for the sake of contradiction that f is bounded, f ∩ HVD(S) is empty, and f is a single-face component of FCVD*(S). Since f ∩ HVD(S) is empty, f is entirely contained in hreg(a) for an endpoint a of some segment aa ∈ S. Since segments in S do not share endpoints, no pure edge of HVD(S) can overlap with an edge of ∂FCVD*(S) (they can only intersect in one point). Then there is a point p ∈ hreg(a)\ f such that pa intersects f and p / ∈ FCVD*(S) (see Fig. 10a ). But by Lemma 8a, since p / ∈ FCVD*(S) the entire segment ( pa ∩ hreg(a)) must be outside FCVD*(S). We obtain a contradiction.
The symmetric statement about f ∩ FCVD(S) can be shown as follows. Suppose that f ⊂ fcreg(a), see Fig. 10b . Similarly to the above, edges of ∂ f and ∂fcreg(a) do not overlap. Pick a point p ∈ f . By Lemma 8b, the entire segment p a ∩ fcreg(a) lies in f . Recall that a / ∈ fcreg(a) (since segments in S do not share endpoints), and thus f must intersect FCVD(S). We obtain a contradiction.
Finally, in the next lemma, we explore a special type of single-face components of FCVD*(S): the ones that contain no vertices of HVD(S) or FCVD(S). The faces that correspond to bounded components of this type create the main difficulty in computing FCVD*(S). Proof Since c does not contain any mixed vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S), by Lemma 6, c does not intersect any internal edge of the diagrams. Thus ∂c may only contain h-and fc-vertices (no mixed vertices). Further, the interior of c is a single face
Lemma 11 Let c be a component of FCVD*(S) that contains no vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S). If c is bounded, then c contains exactly one intersection of two pure edges
Suppose first that c is bounded. Lemmas 9 and 10 imply that f ∩ HVD(S) is, respectively, connected and non-empty. Together with the fact that f contains no vertices of HVD(S), this implies that f ∩ HVD(S) is an (open) line segment, whose endpoints are two h-vertices on ∂c. By the analogous argument for f ∩ FCVD(S), ∂c has exactly two fc-vertices. Therefore ∂c = ∂ f is a quadrilateral. See Fig. 11b .
Let e h and e f denote respectively the open line segments f ∩ HVD(S) and f ∩ FCVD(S); see Fig. 11 . Let t be the point of intersection between the supporting lines of e h and e f (the case where these lines are parallel is similar). We will show that t ∈ f . Note that it is impossible that an h-vertex is followed by the other h-vertex on ∂c (see Fig. 11a ), as it would imply that e h and e f lie entirely on ∂c, thus f ∩ HVD(S) would be empty (as well as f ∩ FCVD(S)), what contradicts Lemma 10. Thus the different type of vertices interleave on ∂ f (see Fig. 11b ), which implies that t ∈ f . This completes the proof of the first statement. Now suppose that c is unbounded. Note that ∂c consists of at least two edges, and c is convex (see Corollary 2). Thus there are two unbounded edges on ∂c that have different supporting lines. Denote these edges as e and g. If c contained no unbounded portions of pure edges of HVD(S) or FCVD(S), then both e and g would be contained in hreg(a) and in fcreg(b), for some endpoints a and b of segments in S. But then both e and g must be portions of bis (a, b) . We obtain a contradiction.
We have explored different types of components of FCVD*(S), and we saw that a component may or may not be comprised of multiple faces, may or may not contain a vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S), and it may or may not be bounded. The cumulative complexity of all components that contain multiple faces, or contain a vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S), or are unbounded, is O(|HVD(S)| + |FCVD(S)|) (see the proof of Theorem 2 in Sect. 3.3). However, the bounded single-face components that do not contain a vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S) (i.e., the quadrilateral components of Lemma 11) do not fall under this bound. We bound their number in the next section. Identifying these components poses the main challenge to our algorithm in Sect. 4.
Complexity of FCVD*(S)
With some abuse of notation, we denote by |HVD(S)|, |FCVD(S)| and |FCVD*(S)| respectively the number of edges of HVD(S), FCVD(S), and ∂FCVD*(S). We aim to connect |FCVD*(S)| with |HVD(S)| and |FCVD(S)|.
We classify the segments in S with respect to a portion of a fixed pure edge of HVD(S). Let e be a connected portion of pure edge of HVD(S) that separates hreg(a) and hreg(b), for two segments aa , bb ∈ S. In particular, e ⊆ bis(a, b) . For the rest of this section, it is convenient to perform a rotation of the coordinate system so that e is horizontal. Let u and respectively v be the left and right endpoints of e.
If u is a mixed vertex of HVD(S), we redefine u as a point on e infinitesimally to the right, so that u is in the boundary of only hreg(a) and hreg(b). We proceed analogously with v.
The Hausdorff disks D h (u) and D h (v) have a, b on the boundary, they contain aa , bb , and they do not contain any other segment of S. The same holds for the Hausdorff disk of any point of e. Hence, every segment cc ∈ S \ aa , bb can be classified as follows (see Fig. 12 , left):
-cc is of type out if both c and c are outside
For any point p ∈ e, we use p and p r to denote two points in e infinitesimally close to p and lying to the left and right of p, respectively. Additionally, let M e bis denote the set of segments cc ∈ S of type middle for edge e such that e intersects an internal edge of FCVD(S) separating fcreg(c) from fcreg(c ). Notice that this internal edge is a portion of bis(c, c ). We also set m e bis = |M e bis |. Let m bis denote the total number of pairs formed by a pure edge e of HVD(S) and a segment cc ∈ S such that cc ∈ M e bis . Lemma 12 Let e be a portion of a pure edge of HVD(S). The number of faces of FCVD*(S) intersected by e is at most 1 + m e bis .
Proof Let e be the left-most portion (if any) of the interior of e contained in FCVD*(S), and let w be its right endpoint. Since w ∈ FCVD*(S), each segment from S has at least one endpoint inside D h (w). Let cc be a segment in S such that w r ∈ fcreg(c). Since w r / ∈ FCVD*(S) (u) , and the other endpoint lies outside D h (w) (see Fig. 12, right) .
bis and we assign e to cc . Otherwise, q lies in fcreg(d), for some dd ∈ S \ aa , bb , cc . Since w r ∈ fcreg(c), the segment w r q crosses at least one edge of FCVD(S). We start traversing the segment w r v starting from w r . Suppose that we leave fcreg(c) and we enter fcreg( f ), for some f f ∈ S. Notice that this happens before we reach e . Since w ∈ FCVD*(S), w r / ∈ FCVD*(S) and f = c , the point f does not lie in
. Furthermore, since e ⊆ FCVD*(S), f f is of type middle and, for any point t in e , D h (t) contains f . Hence, bis( f, f ) intersects e at a point q leaving e to its left and e to its right. If q lies on an internal edge of FCVD(S) separating fcreg( f ) from fcreg( f ), then f f ∈ M e bis and we assign e to f f . Otherwise, we continue traversing w r v. The left endpoint of e is in the farthest-color region of a point in D h (v) \ D h (u). Thus, as we traverse w r v and simultaneously FCVD(S), at some point we cross an edge of FCVD(S) separating the farthest-color region of a point in
. This is only possible when this edge is an internal edge of FCVD(S) separating the regions of two endpoints of a segment of type middle. We assign ee to this segment in M e bis . Next, we select the right endpoint of e and perform the same analysis. By repeating the same argument until we reach v, we obtain an assignment of the portions of the interior of e contained in FCVD*(S) (except for e ) to segments in M e bis . Furthermore, in this assignment no segment is charged more than one portion. This completes the proof of the lemma. Any vertex on ∂ f that is neither an h-vertex nor an fc-vertex is a mixed vertex of HVD(S) or of FCVD(S). Clearly, each pure vertex of HVD(S) and of FCVD(S) lies in at most one face of FCVD*(S), and each mixed vertex of one of these diagrams lies on the boundary of exactly two faces of FCVD*(S). Thus the total complexity of the boundary of all components of FCVD*(S) that contain at least one vertex of HVD(S)
or of FCVD(S) is O(HVD(S) + FCVD(S)).
What remains is to bound the number of components of FCVD*(S) that do not contain a vertex of HVD(S) or of FCVD(S). We consider separately the unbounded and the bounded components of this type. The total number of unbounded ones is 
O(|HVD(S)|+|FCVD(S)|):

(S). By Lemma 12, this is O(|HVD(S)| + m bis ).
Summing up the total complexity of the boundary for all types of components of FCVD*(S) implies the claim.
Computing FCVD*(S)
Recall from Sect. 3.2 that any unbounded component of FCVD*(S) corresponds to a stabbing line for S. All the stabbing lines and the corresponding components of FCVD*(S) can be found in O(n log n) time [15] . From now on we assume that S has no stabbing line, and therefore all components and faces of FCVD*(S) are bounded.
General Algorithm
By Lemmas 6, 10 and 11, any bounded face f of FCVD*(S) has at least one of the following properties: (1) f is incident to a mixed vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S), (2) f contains a pure vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S), or (3) f contains exactly one segment of a pure edge of both HVD(S) and FCVD(S). Our algorithm, described in Fig. 13 , has three parts. The first part (Steps 1-7) computes the faces of property (1). The second part (Steps 8-12) computes the faces of property (2) that have not been computed so far. After that the faces that satisfy only property (3) are left, and they are computed in Steps 13-14.
We next make some remarks about the first two parts of the algorithm in Fig. 13 . Steps 3 and 9 are simple, after HVD(S) and FCVD(S) are computed and preprocessed for point location queries. For example, if v is a vertex of say HVD(S), we first locate v in FCVD(S). Once we obtain a segment aa ∈ S such that v ∈ fcreg(aa ), we can compare the Hausdorff and farthest-color radii of v in constant time. The loop in Step 4 performs exactly two iterations, since each mixed vertex on ∂FCVD*(S) has exactly two incident faces of FCVD*(S) (see Sect. 3.2).
In
Step 11, given a point u inside face f , we proceed as follows to find a point on ∂ f . We first locate u in both HVD(S) and FCVD(S). Then we trace in both diagrams the vertical ray originating at u, until we reach the boundary of f . To perform this efficiently, we preprocess HVD(S) and FCVD(S) for ray-shooting queries.
The third part of the algorithm (Steps 13-14) is discussed in Sect. 4.2, its correctness in Sect. 4.3, and its time complexity in Sect. 4.4 (specifically, see Theorem 3).
Searching in a Pure Edge of HVD(S)
In this section, we present an algorithm to compute all faces of FCVD*(S) intersected by a given portion of a pure edge of HVD(S).
Due to the assumption that S does not have any stabbing line, all faces of FCVD*(S) we are searching for are bounded. Thus, the input portion of a pure edge of HVD(S) is assumed to be a line segment. The algorithm is given as a pseudocode in Fig. 15 .
Without loss of generality, we assume that the input segment e = uv is horizontal, and that u is to the left of v. The algorithm assumes that, if e is shrunk infinitesimally from both sides (see Step 1), the resulting segment u r v has both endpoints outside FCVD*(S). To proceed with the description of the algorithm, we need to introduce some notation. For convenience, we assume that the segment uv is already shrunk.
Let e = uv be a line segment on a pure edge of HVD(S) separating hreg(a) and hreg(b), such that u and v are outside FCVD*(S). Additionally, if the segment ab intersects the interior of e, this intersection divides e into two portions, which we process separately. Note that neither u nor v are mixed vertices of HVD(S) (since uv is the result of shrinking a portion of a pure edge of HVD(S) from both sides).
We classify the segments in S \ aa , bb with respect to uv as segments of types left, right, middle, in, out, as in Sect. 3.3 (see Fig. 12 ). Using this classification, for any point w in e, we define t ype(w) as a set containing one element per each cc ∈ S such that w ∈ fcreg(cc ). The elements of t ype(w) are defined as follows: Let cc be a segment in S such that w ∈ fcreg(cc ). If cc is not of type middle, then we add the type of cc to t
ype(w). If cc is of type middle, then either c or c (say, c) is contained in D h (u) \ D h (v), and the other endpoint (c ) is contained in D h (v) \ D h (u). We further differentiate the classification middle as follows: If w lies on bis(c, c ), then mm ∈ t ype(w).
Otherwise, if w ∈ fcreg(c), then ml ∈ t ype(w); if w ∈ fcreg(c ), then mr ∈ t ype(w). When we need to specify cc , we do as follows: Imagine that w ∈ fcreg(cc ) and cc is of type in. Then we say in ∈ t ype(w) caused by cc .
Further, we usel to denote types left and ml, and we user to denote right and mr. Fig. 14) .
Definition 5 A point w in e is a changing point if {r ,l} ⊆ t ype(w) (see
A changing point might or might not be in FCVD*(S). Note that a changing point w is an intersection point between a pure edge of HVD(S) and a pure edge of FCVD(S).
Intuitively, at w the point giving the farthest-color radius changes from being in
e.,r ∈ t ype(w ) andl ∈ t ype(w r ) (see Fig. 14) . Then we have the following.
Lemma 13 (a) If e intersects a face of FCVD*(S) in a segment e , then there exists a point w in e such that in ∈ t ype(w) or w is a changing point. (b) If there is a point w ∈ e such that out ∈ t ype(w), then e does not intersect FCVD*(S). (c) If there is a point w ∈ e such that in ∈ t ype(w), then w ∈ FCVD*(S).
Proof Even though item (a) is the base of the algorithm Search in e, it is actually not needed to prove its correctness, given in Lemma 16, because Lemma 16, together with Lemmas 14 and 15, in a way reproves item (a). Therefore, we omit the proof of this item. (b) Let e = uv, and let cc be a segment in S that causes out in t ype(w). Then both c and c are outside Thus, it is enough to examine the changing points of e, and the points w such that in ∈ t ype(w). To find such points, we use the find-change query subroutine, defined next. When dealing with a subsegment ts of e, or a pair (t, s) of points in e, we write the left-most point first.
Definition 6 (Find-change query) The input of the query is a pair (t, s) of points in e, such that t ype(t) containsr but notl, and t ype(s) containsl but notr . The query returns a point w in the segment ts such that one of the following holds: (i) w is a changing point; (ii) in ∈ t ype(w); (iii) out ∈ t ype(w).
For the sake of clarity, we defer the proof that the find-change query is well-defined, as well as the proof of correctness of the remaining pieces of the algorithm, to the next subsection.
We are now ready to describe our algorithm Search in e, which computes all the faces of FCVD*(S) intersected by e. The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 15 ; it uses the characterization from Lemma 13. At any time, the algorithm processes a subsegment of e. It first shrinks e infinitesimally to ensure that its endpoints do not belong to FCVD*(S) (Step 1). Then (in Step 2) it performs a check that allows to eliminate some execution paths, when it is guaranteed that e does not intersect FCVD*(S). If the check is passed, the search continues as follows. It performs a find-change query on uv that returns a point w (Steps 3-4) . If out ∈ t ype(w), the algorithm stops (Step 6), since it is guaranteed that e ∩ FCVD*(S) = ∅ by Lemma 13b. Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds. In case w is in FCVD*(S), the face containing w is traced (Step 8). In both cases (w is in FCVD*(S) or not), the algorithm calls itself recursively for two disjoint subsegments uq and q v of e (Steps 12-13) . Initially, the algorithm is called for e = uv.
We remark that the faces of FCVD*(S) intersecting e are not found in a left-to-right or any other "natural" order, as the find-change query finds some point of the desired property. This is the reason why, after finding a changing point w ∈ e, the algorithm continues searching on both sides of w. We remark as well that, at every recursive call of the algorithm, the function t ype(·) is re-defined according to the extremes of the segment on which the procedure is called. Therefore, for a point x ∈ e, the value of t ype(x) may change as the algorithm proceeds. Below we will refer to it as "t ype(x) with respect to e", except for the cases when there is no ambiguity.
Correctness
We now prove that the algorithm presented in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2 is correct. First we show that Find-change query is well-defined:
Lemma 14 If the pair (t, s) satisfies the conditions of the input of Find-change query, then there exists a point w in the segment ts such that w is a changing point, in ∈ t ype(w), or out ∈ t ype(w).
Proof Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is no such point w. Recall that there are five generic types for the points of e, namely {in, out,l,r , mm}. Since the lemma is not fulfilled, segment ts can be partitioned into open subsegments of points whose only type is eitherr orl, and two consecutive such subsegments are separated by a point, whose type contains mm (the leftmost and the rightmost subsegment includes one border point t and s respectively, so they are half-open). Therefore, when traveling along ts from left to right, we encounter two consecutive subsegments of ts such that the only type of points in the first one isr , and the only type in the second one is˜ . Let w be the point that separates these two subsegments; mm ∈ t ype(w ). We next argue that in this situation w is a changing point, which will yield a contradiction.
Suppose that mm with multiplicity one is the only element in t ype(w ) (due to our assumption that no four endpoints of segments in S are cocircular, mm cannot be in t ype(w ) with multiplicity greater than one). Let cc be the segment in S such that mm ∈ t ype(w ) caused by cc . We assume without loss of generality that c is contained
Then w ∈ fcreg(cc ) and the farthest-color disk D f (w ) has on the boundary c, c , and no other endpoint of any segment in S. Consequently, w ∈ fcreg(c ). This implies that t ype(w ) = {ml}, which contradicts the fact that the subsegment to the left of w has only typer . Thus, there is another element in t ype(w ) apart from mm, and this element can only ber . Arguing analogously with w r , we find thatl ∈ t ype(w ). We conclude that w is a changing point, and arrive to a contradiction.
The following lemma refers to Step 2 of the algorithm Search in e:
Lemma 15 Let e = uv, where u, v / ∈ FCVD*(S). If there is an element x in t ype(u) such that x =r or there is an element y in t ype(v) such that y =l, then uv
Proof Recall that, if a point w belongs to FCVD*(S), then D h (w) contains at least one endpoint of every segment in S. Since u / ∈ FCVD*(S), each segment cc ∈ S such that u ∈ fcreg(cc ) has both endpoints outside D h (u Proof Let e = uv. Segment uv satisfies the input condition of the algorithm: If uv is shrunk infinitesimally from both sides, its endpoints are outside FCVD*(S). This follows from Steps 13-14 of the algorithm Computing FCVD*(S).
The condition checked in Step 2 of the algorithm is justified by Lemma 15: If the condition is not satisfied, then uv ∩ FCVD*(S) = ∅ and we can safely stop the search at Step 15. Otherwise, the input conditions of the find-change query are satisfied.
By Lemma 14, the find-change query is well-defined, and there are three possible outputs when we perform it on (u, v) . If the query returns a point w such that out ∈ t ype(w), then e ∩ FCVD*(S) = ∅ due to Lemma 13b. In this case, the algorithm stops (see . Otherwise, a face of FCVD*(S) containing w is traced if and only if w ∈ FCVD*(S).
The algorithm is called recursively for two subsegments of uv, which are uq and q v (Steps 12-13). We now show that each of these subsegments satisfies the input condition of the algorithm. Indeed, points u r and v are outside FCVD*(S) because uv was satisfying this condition in the first place. Points q and q are determined in Step 9 or Step 11, depending on the condition in Step 7. In particular, if the condition is satisfied, i.e., w lies in a face f of FCVD*(S), then e ∩ f is a line segment (see Lemma 11) . In this case, Step 9 is executed, and it assigns to q and q the left and right endpoints of the segment e ∩ f , respectively. This implies that q and q r are outside FCVD*(S). Otherwise, Step 11 assigns both q, q to w and, since w is not in FCVD*(S), neither are w , w r .
In Theorem 3, we analyze the running time of the algorithm, and in particular we prove that the algorithm terminates.
Running Time
Below we analyze the time complexity of the algorithm to compute FCVD*(S), and thus the time complexity to solve the stabbing circle problem.
We start with the following result concerning the find-change query.
Lemma 17 A find-change query can be performed in O(log 2 n) time.
Proof For a pair (t, s) of points, we perform the find-change query as follows. We use a point-location data structure for FCVD(S), such that the point location for a query point q is performed by a sequence of O(log n) atomic questions of the form "is q above or below (respectively, to the left or right of) a line ?" (e.g., the data structure by Edelsbrunner et al. [17] , or the one by Kirkpatrick [20] ). Notice that, in our case, instead of a fixed point q, we only have a pair (t, s) such that the segment ts contains (a) (b) Fig. 16 Illustration for the proof of Lemma 18 a sought point (a changing point, a point whose type contains in or a point whose type contains out). An atomic question is processed as follows. If ts ∩ = ∅, the answer is the same for any point in ts, and we continue with the pair (t, s). Otherwise, let point p be ts ∩ . First, the standard point location for p in FCVD(S) gives us t ype( p).
ype( p), we continue with the pair ( p, s). Symmetrically, if l ∈ t ype( p) andr / ∈ t ype( p), we continue with the pair (t, p). If t ype( p)
= {mm}, then we continue with either ( p, s) or (t, p), because they both satisfy the input condition of the query. Otherwise, we stop the procedure, and return p. Clearly, this happens in one of the following cases:
ype( p).
Answering one atomic question within the procedure takes O(log n) time, and the whole find-change query takes O(log 2 n) time. A similar idea of simulating a point location for an unknown point is used in Cheong et al. [9] , and in Cheilaris et al. [8, Section 7] .
Lemma 18 Let e be a segment on a pure edge of HVD(S), and cc be a segment in S. (a) If cc is of type middle for a segment e ⊂ e, then cc is of type middle for e. (b) Let e , e be two disjoint subsegments of e. Then cc is of type middle for at most
one of e , e .
Proof Let e = uv, e = u v , and e = u v . Fig. 16b (note that the endpoints a, b of two segments in S such that e ⊂ bis(a, b) belong to neither of these four areas since all the disks D h (·) are closed). We arrive to a contradiction.
We now prove that the running time of Search in e is related to the number of segments of S of type middle for e, denoted by m e . Search in e is O(1 + m e ) .
Lemma 19 Let e be a segment on a pure edge of HVD(S), such that the algorithm Search in is called for e. The number of recursive calls performed by the algorithm
Proof Let e = uv; assume without loss of generality that e is horizontal and u is its left endpoint. Consider the recursion tree of the algorithm Search in e. Observe that this tree is a proper binary tree (each call of the algorithm causes either zero or two recursive calls). Thus the total number of its nodes is linear in the number of its intermediate nodes. Therefore, it remains to prove that the number of intermediate nodes of the recursion tree of Search in e is O (1 + m e ) .
We will charge each intermediate node of the recursion tree to an endpoint of some segment of type middle for e, and each such endpoint will be charged at most once. Our charging scheme is symmetric: the nodes that are left children of their parents are charged to right endpoints, and vice versa. Thus we will discuss the charging scheme for the former case (left children) only. We base on the fact that for each segment of type middle for e there is at most one moment during the course of the algorithm when this segment becomes of type left. Formally, for any segment cc ∈ S that is of type middle for e, there is at most one node N in the recursion tree of the algorithm, such that for the subsegment of e that corresponds to N , cc is of type middle, and for the subsegment of e that corresponds to the left child of N , cc is of type left. This is easy to see from the following simple observations. First, if cc has stopped being middle for the left child of N , then cc stops being middle for the right child of N as well (it becomes of type right). Further, if there were two such nodes N and to N for which the above property would hold, then N and N would belong to one root-to-leaf path in the recursion tree (otherwise, the subsegments of e corresponding to N and N would be disjoint, and due to Lemma 18b cc could not be of type middle for both of them). Suppose that N is an ancestor of N . On one root-to-leaf path, the segment on which the algorithm is called only shrinks and never expands, and thus by Lemma 18a after cc has stopped being middle it never can be middle again (in particular, it cannot be middle for the segment corresponding to N ). We charge the left child of such node N to the right endpoint of cc . We proceed with the technical details.
Consider a non-leaf node N of the recursion tree; let u v be the subsegment of e that corresponds to node N . Since N is not a leaf, the algorithm has found a point w ∈ u v such that either (1) w / ∈ FCVD*(S), w is a changing point, and out / ∈ t ype(w), or (2) w ∈ FCVD*(S). We consider these two cases separately.
Case 1 w /
∈ FCVD*(S), w is a changing point, and out / ∈ t ype(w) (see Fig. 17 ). The two children of the node N are the recursive calls for u w and for wv respectively, and we will consider only the former one (the left child of N ). Let cc be the segment in S that causes typer for w with respect to u v ; and let c be the endpoint of cc such that c ∈ D h (v ) \ D h (u ). There are two possibilities: cc causes type right, or it causes type mr (both types are defined with respect to u v ); see respectively Fig. 17a, b . In the former case, the call of the algorithm for u w corresponds to a leaf of the recursion tree: indeed, out ∈ t ype(w ) with respect to u r w caused by cc (see Fig. 17a ), and the algorithm will stop at Line 2. Thus no charging is needed for the left child of node N in this case. Figure 17a shows two possible placements of cc , for both of which the argument holds.
Consider the latter case, i.e., when cc causes type mr with respect to u v . Observe that this may only happen when w ∈ fcreg(c ): otherwise, cc would by definition cause type ml or mm, rather than mr. This implies that cc is of type left for u r w , see Fig. 17b . We charge the call of the algorithm for segment u w (i.e., the left child of node N ) to the endpoint c of cc .
Case 2 w ∈ FCVD*(S) (see Fig. 18 ). The left child of node N in the recursion tree is the call of the algorithm for subsegment u q of u v , where q is the first point of the boundary of FCVD*(S) that is encountered when traversing e from w in the left direction. Since q ∈ FCVD*(S), each segment in S has at least one endpoint inside D h (q). Let cc be a segment in S such that q ∈ fcreg(cc ); specifically let c be the endpoint of cc such that q ∈ fcreg(c ). Since q belongs to the boundary of FCVD*(S), q / ∈ FCVD*(S), and thus both c and c are outside D h (q ). This implies that c lies in the portion of the boundary of D h (q) contained in D h (v ) , and c lies outside D h (q) (see Fig. 18 ). Now, there are again two possibilities: cc is of type right for u v , or cc is of type middle for u v . In the former case, cc is of type out for u r q , thus the call of the algorithm on u q is a leaf in the recursion tree, and no charging is needed for the left child of node N . Otherwise, i.e. if cc is of type middle for u v , cc is of type left for u r q , and we charge the call of the algorithm on u q (the left child of node N ) to c .
The next lemma allows to bound the total time of all executions of Step 11 of Computing FCVD*(S):
. . . , f k be the faces of FCVD*(S). The total number of edges of HVD(S) and FCVD(S) intersected by these faces is O(k + |HVD(S)| + |FCVD(S)|).
Proof Let I denote the total sum Depending on this, we call face f i a type-1 face, or a type-2 face respectively. Let t be the number of type-1 faces, and r be the number of type-2 faces; then t +r = k. Clearly, all type-1 faces contribute t to the total sum I . Further, one edge of HVD(S) intersects at most two type-2 faces. Thus all type-2 faces contribute at most 2 * |HVD(S)| to I . Since t ≤ k, HVD(S) contributes at most k + 2 * |HVD(S)| to I . By an analogous argument, FCVD(S) contributes at most k + 2 * |FCVD(S)| to I . The claim follows.
We are finally ready to prove the main theorem of this section. Let m denote the number of pairs formed by a segment aa ∈ S and a pure edge e of HVD(S) such that aa is of type middle for e. That is, m is the total sum of m e for all pure edges e of HVD(S). Let T HVD(S) and T FCVD(S) denote the time to compute HVD(S) and FCVD(S), respectively. Let T q denote the time to answer the find-change query. In this paper, T q is O(log 2 n).
Theorem 3 Let S be a set of n segments in the plane in general position. Then, FCVD*(S) can be computed in time O(T HVD(S) + T FCVD(S) + (|HVD(S)| + |FCVD(S)| + m)(log n + T q )).
Proof Computing HVD(S) and FCVD(S) (Step 1 of Computing FCVD*(S)) requires time T HVD(S) + T FCVD(S) .
After computing the diagrams, in time O(|HVD(S)| log n) and O(|FCVD(S)| log n) we can preprocess them to answer point-location queries in O(log n) time [17, 20] . Then Steps 3 and 9 of the algorithm require logarithmic time (see Sect. 4.1).
We also preprocess HVD(S) and FCVD(S) to answer ray-shooting queries in O(log n) time. The preprocessing can be done in time O(|HVD(S)| log n) and O(|FCVD(S)| log n), respectively [7] . After such preprocessing, Step 11 requires O ((1+I ( f )) log n) The next lemma shows how to find the largest and smallest stabbing circles, once FCVD*(S) is known. We observe that, in some cases, the stabbing circle of minimum radius does not exist, because any stabbing circle can be shrunk by decreasing its radius or slightly moving its center. Moreover, the "limit" circle is not stabbing because the closed disk induced by the circle contains both endpoints of a segment in S (see Case 1c of the proof of Lemma 21 below and Fig. 19c) . Similarly, it is easy to see that the stabbing circle of maximum radius never exists, since any stabbing circle can be slightly enlarged, but the "limit" circle is not stabbing (see Case 2 of the proof of Lemma 21 and Fig. 19d, e) . In these cases, even though these circles are not stabbing, to simplify the notation we call these "limit" circles the stabbing circles with infimum or supremum radius. 
Lemma 21 After computing FCVD*(S), the stabbing circles of minimum (or infimum) and supremum radius can be determined in time O((|FCVD*(S)| + |HVD(S)| + |FCVD(S)|) log n).
Proof We list all the possibilities for such circles below; see Fig. 19 .
Given a segment aa and a circle c, we call "red" the endpoint of aa which is closer to the center of c, and we call "blue" the other endpoint (ties are broken arbitrarily). Notice that, if c is stabbing, then the red endpoint of aa lies inside the closed disk induced by c, and the blue endpoint lies outside. Standard geometric arguments show the following.
1. The stabbing circle of minimum or infimum radius is a circle passing through:
(a) Two red points that are diametrically opposite. In this case the center of the circle is at the intersection point between an edge of FCVD(S) separating two regions fcreg(a) and fcreg(b) (for some aa , bb ∈ S), and the segment connecting a to b, see Fig. 19a . This is a stabbing circle of minimum radius. (b) Three red points. The center is at a vertex of FCVD(S). This is also a stabbing circle of minimum radius. (c) Two red points and one blue point. The center is on the boundary of FCVD*(S).
This is a stabbing circle of infimum radius. 2. The stabbing circle of supremum radius is a circle passing through:
(a) Three blue points. In this case the center of the circle is at a vertex of HVD(S).
(b) Two blue points and one red point. The center is on the boundary of FCVD*(S).
The stabbing circles with minimum (or infimum) and supremum radius can thus be found by checking the vertices of HVD(S) or FCVD(S) lying in FCVD*(S), the edges of FCVD(S) intersecting FCVD*(S), and the boundary of FCVD*(S). Since in all cases the radius of the corresponding circle can be computed in O(log n) time, the claim follows.
As a conclusion, we put together the above results and connect them with the stabbing circle problem as stated in Sect. 1. By Lemma 7, distinct faces of FCVD*(S) correspond to combinatorially different stabbing circles. Thus, the above results yield the following: 
Parallel Segments
Let S be a set of parallel segments. The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4 The stabbing circle problem for a set S of n parallel segments in general position can be solved in O(n log 2 n) time and O(n) space.
We remark that the O(log 2 n) factor in the time complexity of Theorem 4 is contributed by the find-change query. If this query can be answered in O(log n) time then the stabbing circle problem for n parallel segments can be solved in O(n log n) time.
We prove Theorem 4 using Theorem 3 and Corollary 3. Since the segments in S are parallel, they must by pairwise disjoint, and thus HVD(S) is an instance of abstract Voronoi diagrams; hence, |HVD(S)| is O(n) and T HVD(S) is O(n log n) [21] . In Sect. 5.1 we show that |FCVD(S)| is also O(n) and T FCVD(S) is O(n log n). In Sect. 5.2 we show that m = O(n). Thus, the algorithm of Sect. 4 for this particular case has time complexity O(n(log n +T q )), and since T q is O(log 2 n) (see Lemma 17) we derive Theorem 4.
The Farthest-Color Voronoi Diagram for a Set of Parallel Segments
Lemma 22 If all segments in S are parallel, then for each aa ∈ S, bis(a, a ) contributes at most one internal edge to FCVD(S). Proof Assume without loss of generality that the segments in S are vertical. We use the divide-and-conquer technique: We divide S by a vertical line into two halves, S le f t and S right , and recursively compute FCVD(S le f t ) and FCVD(S right ). Below we prove that the merge curve between FCVD(S le f t ) and FCVD(S right ) is y-monotone. Such a y-monotone merge curve can be constructed in O(n) time by standard arguments on the divide-and-conquer construction of Voronoi diagrams, see e.g., [5] . The claim follows.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction, that the merge curve is not y-monotone, that is, there are two points p, q on the merge curve with the same y-coordinate. Since p and q lie on the merge curve, the farthest-color radius of p with respect to S le f t equals the farthest-color radius of p with respect to S right , and the same holds for q. Let be the horizontal line through p and q. We redefine p and q as the left-most and second left-most points on that lie on the merge curve, respectively. In FCVD(S), the point at minus infinity on lies in the farthest-color region of a segment from S right . Thus p lies on the boundary between fcreg(aa ) (to the left of p) and fcreg(bb ) (to the right of p) such that aa ∈ S right and bb ∈ S le f t ; see Fig. 20 (right) . Then the farthest-color disk D f (q) intersects or touches bb , and touches a segment cc ∈ S right . But in this case cc is outside the farthest-color disk of p. We obtain a contradiction.
Segments of Type Middle for a Set of Parallel Segments
The key result of this subsection is the following: Lemma 25 A segment gg ∈ S is of type middle for at most one pure edge of HVD(S).
We first prove an easy property of the segments of type middle:
Lemma 26 Suppose that all segments in S are vertical. Let e be a pure edge of HVD(S) in the boundary of hreg(a) and hreg(b), for two segments aa , bb ∈ S. Suppose that segment gg ∈ S is of type middle for e. Then:
Proof To prove (a), we suppose for the sake of contradiction that x(a) = x(b). Then e is horizontal. Let u and respectively v be the left and right endpoints of e. Since the segment gg is of type middle, it has one endpoint to the left of the line
, and the other endpoint to the right of the line Fig. 21, left) . This contradicts the fact that gg is vertical.
To prove (b), we suppose without loss of generality that x(a) < x(b). Then e is not horizontal, and we denote by u and respectively v the top and bottom endpoints of e. 
Thus we obtain x(a) < x(g) < x(b).
We are now ready to prove Lemma 25.
Proof of Lemma 25
We assume that all segments in S are vertical. We proceed by contradiction. So let us assume that the segment gg is of type middle for two pure edges of HVD(S), namely e 1 and e 2 . Let e 1 be in the boundary of hreg(a) and hreg(b), for two segments aa , bb ∈ S (see Fig. 21, right) . Analogously, e 2 is in the boundary of hreg(c) and hreg(d), for two segments cc , dd ∈ S. By Lemma 26a, x(a) = x(b) and x(c) = x(d). Without loss of generality, we suppose that x(a) < x(b) and x(c) < x(d). We also assume that y(g) < y(g ). If a = c , due to the assumption that y(t 1 ) ≥ y(t 2 ), we have that a is in the bottom chain of ∂ D h (w 1 ) and a = c is in the top chain of ∂ D h (w 2 ) (see Fig. 22, right) . Then the second intersection point between ∂ D h (w 1 ) and ∂ D h (w 2 ) lies to the left of x = x(a), and we also have that dd is in D h (w 1 ) (if bb = dd ) or that d is outside D h (w 2 ) (if bb = dd ).
In the last case, bb = dd . This case is symmetric to the previous one, and it also yields a contradiction.
Lower Bound
Below we prove a lower bound for computing a stabbing circle of minimum radius for sets of segments which are parallel and have equal length.
Theorem 5
The problem of computing a stabbing circle of minimum radius for a set of n parallel segments of equal length has an Ω(n log n) lower bound in the algebraic decision tree model.
Proof
The reduction, very similar to that of Theorem 6 in [3] , is from MAXGAP(X ). In our version, the input X consists of a set of n integers x 1 , . . . , x n , and MAXGAP(X ) is the problem of finding the maximum difference between consecutive elements of X .
Without loss of generality, we may assume min X = 1. Let x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n be the sorting of the elements of X . Then x 1 = 1, and let M = x n . We construct a set S of parallel segments of equal length as follows: For every x i ∈ X , we add a segment connecting point ( (x 1 , 0) , . . . , (x i , 0) for i < n, then it has diameter M + 1 − (x i+1 − x i ). Since MAXGAP(X ) ≥ 1, the stabbing circles of minimum radius belong to the last family. Thus MAXGAP(X ) is equivalent to finding the stabbing circle for S of minimum radius.
The set S does not satisfy all the assumptions of this paper, since all endpoints are collinear. We construct a set S obtained from S by translating every segment vertically by distinct values of at most ε = 1/10. Since ε is small compared to the difference between distinct values of diameters of different stabbing circles for S (which is at least 1/2), a minimum stabbing circle for S corresponds to a minimum stabbing circle for S which is combinatorially "the same". This proves that the lower bound also holds for the more restricted sets of segments considered in this paper.
Conclusions and Future Work
The connection between the stabbing circle problem and the cluster Voronoi diagrams allows to solve the stabbing circle problem in an efficient way under certain conditions on S. In fact, this connection is a good tool for studying the stabbing circle problem for segment sets of particular types. So our goal is "to understand" the time and space complexities depending on the kind of segment sets we work with. In this paper, we have shown that our method allows to solve the stabbing circle problem in o(n 2 ) time (that is, faster than in the general case) when all segments are parallel. The further open question is to investigate other segment sets for which this is also the case.
A very recent short abstract [13] is a preliminary step in this direction. We consider a set S of n disjoint segments that correspond to edges of the Delaunay triangulation of some fixed point set, and we show that the stabbing circle problem for S can be solved in O(n log n) time and O(n) space in two cases: (i) all segments in S are parallel; (ii) all segments in S have equal length. It remains as an open problem whether the stabbing circle problem for such a set S [not necessarily satisfying (i) or (ii)] can be solved in subquadratic time. Another case for which it might be possible to achieve near-linear time is that of a set of pairwise-disjoint segments which are vertical or horizontal, or which are aligned to a given (constant) set of directions.
In a different vein, it would be interesting to find a way to charge the time and space complexities required to solve the stabbing circle problem directly to the complexity of FCVD*(S), rather than to the number of segments of type middle for S. Another possible direction of research is the find-change query, which in this paper is implemented in a straight forward way. If this query could be handled more efficiently, in say O(log n) time, the time complexity of our algorithms would improve by a logarithmic factor.
Finally, deriving a lower bound for the decision version of the stabbing circle problem remains open.
